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i PER AA . POST ..,..-. AMN11AL SUBSCll PTION Poat Free. 4/-
. Popular Cornet &. Trombone Solos 
(With Pianoforte Accompaniment) 
Limited Stock Now Available. 
H. Moss.. "MOSQUITO" TROMBONE 
H. Moss .. "THE· JOKER" " 
Sutton . . "THE JOY WHl:EL" " 
Clourh • .  "WINNING SPURT" ,. 
Hartman.. "FACILITA" CORNET 
Perey Coda "LUCILLE" ,. 
Porc:y Code "ZANETTE" ,. f'wey Code " ZELDA" ,. 
Granl . . "TRIPLE TRUMPETER" .. 
Templeton ., SONIA" , ,. 
Moy 8rahe "BLESS THIS HOUSE" ,. 
Sullivan • • "THE LOST CHORD" ,. 
Price 2/6 each Net: Postage f><tra 
A Popular Quartette: 
BLESS THIS HOUSE 
May H. Brahe. 
lot Bb CORNET (or TRUMPETi) 
l(td Bb CORNET (or TRUMPET) 
Eb. HORN (or ALTO SAX.) 
Bb EUPHONIUM (or TROMBONE) 
(Treble or Bass Cleft:) 
Complete Prke 2/6 •Net (Sc:ore and Parts) 
Postage Extra 
FAMOUS MAR�DES ALll'ATS IN DElllAND 
(THEY NEVER DIE !) For Brass Ba.nd : Price Js 9d. net. 
ALFORD ... Army of the Nile 
Cavalry of the Clouds 
Colonel �ogey 
Dunedin 
Eagle Squadron 
H.M.S. Jollies 
Holyrood 
Old Panama 
On the Quarter Deck 
Standard of St. George 
The Great Little Army 
The Mad Major 
The Middy 
The Thin Red Line 
The Vedette 
Voice of the Guns 
AN CLIFFE . . .. Ironsides 
ANDERSON ... Step Lightly 
BIDGOOD . .. Sons of the Brave 
Vimy Ridge 
BROPHY... .. .3 D.G.'s 
ELGAR ... . .. Land of Hope and Glory 
GRAFULLA ... Washington Grays 
HOLZMANN . • .  Blaze Away 
JORDAN... . .. Fighting Strength 
KEITH . . . . • .  Royal Standard 
MANSFIELD .. . The Red Cloak 
Toe H •. 
' 
RICHARDS ... Namur 
SAFRON/... . . .Imperial Echoes 
SOUSA . . • • . . El Capitan 
Gladiator 
High School Cadets 
Sempre Fidelis 
The Liberty Bel I 
The Stars and Stripes 
for Ever 
The Thunderer 
· The Washington Post 
POSTAGE EXTRA 
' . 
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AWAY BACK FOR OVER A . CENTURY GOE,S THE REPUTATION OF 
-
. 
-· 
There has always been something good, something superior 
about them, and BESSON INSTRUMENTS to-day carry 
as. high a prestige as at any time since their foundation. 
-
1944 
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THE HOUSE OF REYNOLDS. 
REPAIRS INSTRUMENTS BOUGHT FOR 
SILVER PLATING & ENGRAVING MANCHESTER I CASH . 
TO THE WORLD'S CHAMPIONS OR TAKEN IN PART EXCHANGE 
� 
.. 7he O/d nrnr.·· Phone : BLACKFRIARS 5530 . 43 
STREET -�)1£(t)lt�- SALFORD CHAPEL • MANCHESTER . 
VICTORY PARADES WILL. SOON BE HERE! 
• • 
i BESSON : 
i REPAIR SERVICE ! 
• • 
• For obvious reasons facliltleo are limltied, • 
• but we arc anxious to help our Band • • friends In the matter of REPAIRS and • 
·: can 1uarantee the BEST OF SERVICE : 
• • 
: BESSON : : FREDERICK CLOSE, STANHOPE PLACE, : 
: MARBLE ARCH, LONDON, W.2: 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Band Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloists 
WILLIAM POLLARD 
CORNET SOLOIST, BAND TEACHER, 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
ll PARROCK ST., CRA WSHA. WBOOTH 
ROSSENDALE 
J. A. GREENWOOD 
BAND TEACHER AND, ADJUDICATOR 
l9 NORTHWOOD ROAp, PRENTON 
BIRKENHEAD 
Telephone : BIRKENHEAD 326't 
J. H. WH ITE 
Composer, Band Teacher and Adjudicator 
l'98 OLDHAM ROAD, MILES PLAITING 
MANCHESTER 
GEO. H. MERCER 
TRUMPET, CORNET, BAND. TEACHER 
AND CONTEST A.DJUDICA.TOR 
Address--
MONA VILLA, BURNGREA VE STREET 
SHEFFIELD 
TOM EASTWOOD 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's College 
of Mnsic 
(" The Easy Way," by post) 
SOLO CORNET, 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
ALTON HOUSE, BROUGHAM ROAD 
MARSDEN, Near HUDDERSFIELD 
N O E L  T H O R P E  
SOLO CORNET, BAND TEACHER, 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
c/o. THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL 
SLAITHW AITE, near HUDD.ERSFIELD - � 
GEO. HAWKINS 
BAND TEACHER 
BROADDALES HOUSE, NEWMILNS 
AYRSHIRE 
Teacher of Theory and Harmony by post 
JOHN FAULDS 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
. 44 KENNEDY CRESCENT, KIRKCALDY 
FIFE 
HAROLD LAYCOCK 
The Famous Trombone Soloist 
Open for Concerts and .De1nonstratimtS• 
also Pupils by post or private 
BAND TEACHER and ADJUDICATOR 
99 HIGH STREET, ABERTRIDWR 
CAERPHILLY, GLAM. 
DAVID ASPINAL L 
Mi.1siool Director, Ransome & Marles Works" Band 
(Late Conductor, Creswell Collie'ry and ;-.iary Brewery 
Bands) · 
BAND TEACHER, BAND AND CHORAL 
CONTEST ADJUDICATOR 
"PRIORY VIEW," 14 FRIARY ROAD 
. ·  NEWARK-ON-TRENT, NOTIS. 
Tel.: Newark456-7-8-9 
FRED MORTIMER 
(Bandmaster, Foden's Motor Works Band) 
TEACHER AN D ADJUDICATOR 
CLIFTON RD., ELWORTH, SANDBACB 
CHESHIRE 
W. W O O D  
CONDUCTOR AND TEACHER 
Young Bands a Speciality 
6 COLBECK STREET, HANSON LANE 
HALIFAX, YORKS. 
H. MUDDIMAN 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
" ASHBURN/' ALLOA 
J. B O D D I C E  
SOLO EUPHONIUMIST, BAND TEACHER 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
.170 PARK ROAD, WALLSEND-ON-TYNE 
HERBERT BENNETT 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
40 LEVEN STREET. POLLOKSHIELDS 
GLASGOW, S.l. 
Tel.: Queens Park 826 
Thousands of envious eyes were carried away with the workmanship and 
astounding value of the full set of Brass Band Instruments they saw on the 
",M. & H." STALL at Belle Vue Contest. They were on order for the 
' '-�-HAROLD BARKER 
-
(Conductor, Dannemora Steel Works; and Eckington Bantb 
BAND TEACHER AND CONTEST 
ADJUDICATOR 
"SOMERVILLE," ECKINGTON 
WORLD 
FAMOUS ST. 
BE PREPARED 
HILDA'S BAND 
WE ARE PREPARED TO OFFER YOU THE SAME 
QUALITY . AND SERVICE ORDER Now 
. .. MAYERS & HARRIS·ON Ltd� 207-215 GT.JACKSON STREET·· 
. Incorporating JOSEPH HIGHAM !MANCHESTER) and A. V. RE
YNOLDS LT� . Phone: CENTRAL 3639 (�lines) M A N C H E· ST E R 
" . SHEFFIELD 
Lieut. JOHN FLETCHER 
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCTOR AND 
ADJUDICATOR 
Brass. Military. Orchestra. 
GRIFFIN HOTEL, HALIFAX 
Phone : 361011 
LAURENCE BARKER 
B.B.C.M. · . 
CONDUCTOR AND TEACHER 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's C.Ollege of Music Correspondence C.Ourses on essential subjects 
for Bamlmasten;hip 
. , Pupils trained for Bands1nau's ·College E:xamination 
"NEW LUMFORD," BAKEWELL 
DERBYSHIRE 
HARRY MILEMAN 
(Conductor, Scottish C.W.S.) 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR S.C. W.S. Head· O/fict>--95 MORRI�N STREET, GLASGOW 
. . 
2 WRIGHT AND RouNn's BRAss BAND NEws. FEBRUARY 1, 1945. 
BatUI Teachers, Adjudicators atUI Soloists 
HAROLD MOSS n word1 1/1, Id. tor each addltio11at 10 wo rds. Remittanc111 must aooompany adwt'r-
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M. (Bandmastership) tlaement, and reach us by 24th of the mon th. For Box address at our Office count' &ill Musical Director, Creswell Colliery Band word$, and add 3d. for forwarding Of replies. This rate does not apply to Trade Adirerta. 
TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR ro CONTEST SECRETARIES. - Free advertisement There will be (Coach for Diploma Exams., etc., by post) is given in the "BRASS B.\ND NEWS " of NO DELAY in the supply of your "Brass Successes in various Grades of the B.C.M. Contests using Wright & Round's test-pieces. Send full Band News" if you place a regular order Examinlltions including Bal)dmastership particulars before the 20 th of the moulh to the Editor, with Messrs, w. H. SMITH & SONS, LTD., 5 NEW VILLAGE, CRESWELL The 'Brass Band News," 34 Erskine Street, Liverpool, 6. a t any of their railway bookshlls or branches. (9 
___ _ _ N_e _ar _ \_V_ O_R_ K_S_O_ P-'-, _ N_O_T_T_S_. _ _ _ A �;0�D�s��E�;:.r�'.Ut{-A���8N.��r�� 1 ,ORY BROS. WORKMAN'S SILVER BAND will hold a CHAS A COOPER Drive, Worsley, Manchester. . \ ) QUARTETTE and AIR VARIE SOLO CONTEST for 
NORTH STAFFS. DISTRICT 1 CORRESPONDENCE 
TO THll '&DlT<?R OP TH.£ ,, BRASS BA.MD nws." 
Re BRASS BANDS and " BLOW-HARDS " 
Chesterton S.A. have held special services in j 
their Hall. The band, under their Conductor, 
Mr. Johnson, rendered appropriate music which 
was much enjoyed by all present. Commis· 
sioner G. J. Jolliffe, of London, was also present. DEAR Srn,-1 would like to make one or two 
Tunstall S.A. have fulfilled engagements at observations-as brief as possible-on the 
Biddulph and Newcastle. Mr. T. Perry con· above matters raised by Mr. H. Mortimer. 
ducted. Good rehearsals are also being held. · I am an old veteran of the Brass Band world 
• • Please send your do=tioo, n o matter h ow small. It will Seniors, and SLOW MELODY CONTEST for Juniors,, on 
A.Mus.V.C.M. be greatly appreciated. Saturday. March JOth. Quartette test-piece, own choice of 
BAND TEACHER, ADJUDICATOR, B ANDSMAN'S COLLEGE OF MUSIC. Syllabus of all W. 
& R. Quartettes (Trombone Quartette, own choice). 
Sorry to report that Mr. J. Bailey, late solo (78 years of age last birthday) . and am still 
comet of the Hanley Band has met with an active teaching boys every evening of the week, 
accident whilst following up his employment at without payment. I can therefore claim to have 
the Sneyd Collieries, Burslem. We wish him a· done something for the future of Brass Bands 
speedy recovery. · and wonder whether any of those who now • 
. ' 
GER exarnmation• Cl\n be had frnm the secretary-Mr. H, Ch
allenge Cup and good Cash Prizes offered. Adjudicator, Mr. COMPOSER AND ARRAN COLLIER, 13 Montrose Avenue, Strettocd, Nr. Manchester. Reg. Little. Accompanist, Mrs. Reg. Little, L.R.A.M. Life-long experience Brass, Military, Orchestral who l$ willing to answer all enquiries and advise, generally. Secretary, Mr. A. F. HENDY, 45 High Street, Trcorchy, Glanl. and Choral 
HE'l'B'�,.l , T BROOl<E•S, the celebrated Cornettist (la_te of EASlNGTON AND DISTRICT BANDS:l-IEN YOUTH. Band or Choral Contests Adjudicated ' "' ' ASSOCIATION SOLO DUET d QUARTETTE xr AITE Wingates) is now open for engagements as Soloist or - • < an · 19 COLUMBIA STREET, HUTH\, Teacher.-The Library, Parrin Lane, Winton, Manchester. Competition, "ill be held in the Burbank Central Hall, on NOTTS. February lOlh, at 2 p.m.Quartette test-pieces, own choice of I W. & R. Quartettes. Tea only provided. Prizes: Sir William WILLIAM FARRALL Gray Challenge Cup, Easington and District Association Cup, J H KICHENSI DE Four Miniature Cups, Medals, Tutors, and Certificates. Entries BAND TRAINER AND ADJUDICATOR • • , F.F.S. (Eng.),A.F.L.A. from Association Members only. Admission to public,6d. each. 
CHORD PLAYING DEMONSTRATED Secretary, Mr. H. MIDGLEY, oi Bathgate Terrace, West Hon. Secretal'J, National Brass Band Club Hartlepool, Co. Durham. 
"CORONA," 14 MANOR GROVE, BENTON CLYDEBANK BURGH BAND will hold a Quartcttc NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE 41 MANVILLE ROAD, LONDON, S.W .17 Contest in the St. Martin's in the Field Church, Glasgow Phone: BENTON 61114 on Saturday, March 3rd. Full details later. Secretary, Mr 
DRAKE RIMMER THOS. BARRIS, 53 India Drive, Jnchinnan, Renfrew. • GLOUCESTERSHIRE BANDS' ASSOCIATION ANNUAL BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR R SMITH,Solo Cornet,Brass Band Trainer and Adjudicator• QUARTETTE CONTEST, at Sir Tbos. Riches School, "MIRELLA," MILTON ROAD • is open to teach or judge anywhere. Terms:- Gloucester, February 17th. lst Sect.ion, Association Bands 'Beaumont," Scarborough Road, Muston, Filey, Yorks. only. lst Prize, Challenge Cup value £10 and £3 cash; 2ud, 
KIRKCALDY \i10NOMARK Service. Permanent London address. Letters £2; 3rd, £1; also Special prize, 15/. Section 2: Open to all Phone : KIRKCALDY 2844' .l.l' re-directed. Confidential. 5/· per annum. Royal Bands. lst Prize, Challenge Cup value £15 and £5 cash; 
ALFRED ASHPOLE patronage. Key tags 3 for 1 /3. Write BM/MON07G, W.C.l. (2) 2nd, £:J; Srd, £�. Entrance fee i\f· each Section. Test-piece in both Sections, owu choice. Draw prompt at 2-30 p.m. 
F.T.C.L., A.R.C.M., L.Mus .T.C.L., B.B.C.M. ' ( )PEN fO JUDGE l3and or Choral Contests.- F
Ad
b
judicato
1
r
0
, 
h
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5
J. A. Greenwood.
F 
Closing date for entries 
BAND, VOCAL AND CHORAL TEACHER T. PICKERING, 28 King Street, Pelaw-on-Tyne. ·e ruary t . ecretary, Mr. A. . DURN, Wotton Road, 
AND ADJUDICATOR ' . 
Author of " Viva Voce Questions " for Brass : 
Band Examination Candidates , 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's College 
of Music 
Special Arrangements scored for ba�1ds · 
Specialist Coach for all Band Diplomas 
Successes include all lower grades, also · · . A.B.C.M. and B.B.C.M. . . 
BISHOP'S STORTFORD, HERTS .. 
Teh 386 
W. D A W S O N 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR . 
1 PARK A VENUE 
BLACKHALL COLLIERY 
. WEST HARTLEPOOL, Co. DURHAM 
J. M. HINCHLIFFE, 
Euphonium Soloist (late Black Dvke; Besses)· : 
BAND TEACHER AND AD)UDICA1;0R ; · 56 NEWTON STREET, HYDE / 
CHESHIRE 
F R E D  R O G A N , 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICAT;OR 
" ALDERSYDE," DARVEL, SCOTLAND 
J. H. 'PEARSON I 
BAND TEACHER 
" AVONDALE " 94 GROVE LANE 
TIMPERLEY, CHESHIRE . 
ALBERT S. GRANT; 
A.B.C.M., B.B.C.M. . 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's College of ;lo1us1c 
Postal Lessons a Feature 
ARRANGING efficiently done for Brass Bands. Com­positions harmonised, scored, revised and prepared foe 
pul>licatioIL First class work guaranteed. Fees moderate.­
Mr. CHAS. A. COOPER, 19 Columbia Street, Huthwaite, Notts. 
U B.C.M. November, 1944., Exainiuation. Two pupils U . entered, both passed the Diploma. Vacancies for keen 
pupils now.-ALFRED ASHPOLE, Bishop's Stortford. 
WOODS 8c co. 
(Proprietor: GEo. HALCROW) 
MILITARY, BRASS AND DANCE BAND 
INSTRUMENT MAKERS AND REPAIRERS 
FtmNGS AND ACCESSORIES 
176 Westgate Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Telephone 23044 
THE ATTRACTION OF THE SEASON 
The City of Nottingham's First 
OPEN tJONTEST 
For Brass Band Instrumentalists 
Organised by the Nottingham Co-operative Soc. Ltd. 
in the CIRCUS STREET HALL, on SATURDAY, 
FEBRUARY 17th, 1945. Commencing at2 p.m. 
SECTIONS 
Open Junior Solo (under lG years)-" Slow Melody." 
Open Solo-u Air Varie 11 (Intro<luc:tion, Theme �nd Two 
Variations). Pianoforte accompaniment optional. A first­
class Acco�nµanist will be in attendance. 
Open Quartette-(Own Choice). 
Ad judicator : 
Kingswood, Wotlon-under-Edge, Glos. · 
·QUICKFIT. PUBLI sHINC Co. 
Band Printing & Music Conr Specialists 
USE ONLY "CROOKS" OLD ORIGINAL 
VALVE & SLIDE OIL 
Per Is. ld. bottle Postace lei. extra 
Manuscript Paper, Books and Cards 
CLARKES LANE, ROCHDALE. Phone 2788 
CITY OF COVENTRY BAND 
All enquiries to : 
S. T. BENNETT, 
"HALDON," 176 BROOKSIDE AVENUE, 
COVENTRY. (4) 
J. B. Mayers & Sons 
(THE OLD ORIGINAL) 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 
"CONCORD" BAND INSTRUMENTS 
Second-Hand Instruments Reconditioned 
CORNETS 
Eb SOUSAPHONE 
. (Plated) 
A CLARINET 
BBb BASSES 
Bb TENOR TROMBONE 
(Valve) 
BASS CLARINET 
Two new bands have been recently formed, criticise are seriously helping to build up future 
one of wbich is connected with the Senior Boys' bands. I have built' up Several bands in South 
School' Tunstall (Mr. Owen, late of Fenton S.A. Wales and for many years now have 'beeh doing 
Band, is in charge), and the other one is attached 'the same thing in Cornwall, concentrating on 
to the local corps of the A.T.C. boys who will be the bandsmen of to-morrow. 
I wish to thank Miss Gracie Cole, the well- I have had experience under W. Rimmer, J. A. 
known girl cornetist, for letter which I received Greenwood, Halliwell, Dobbing, Alf Gray, 
from her recently. She states that she is busy Fidler, and many others now passed on and I 
with engagements, having assisted her father in would assure Mr. Mortimer that they knew' the 
his "Road Show," which is proving a great way to get refined tone out of bands they :had 
success. I wish her all success, and hope to under their control. We veterans of the Brass 
see her become the first lady band teacher. Band world have not forgotten the brjlljant 
Audley Prize keep up to pitch under Mr. R. soloists there have been in our day-Jackson, 
Herod, their bandmaster. A series of dances Wm. Ellison, W. Birchall, W. Scott; Rees Jones, 
have been held in aid of band funds. I am Edwin Firth, Morris on the cornet, while Herbert 
informed that the band has acquired a new Scott and E. \¥oodhead Oil the e,uphonium •and 
uniform. Mr. H. Bateman is the secretary. trombone were equal if not better than soloists 
A Massed Band Concert is to be held at Hanley of to-day. 
· 
on February 3rd. Three well-known first-class No one appreciates more than I do the fine 
bands will take part. The organiser of this solo work of Mr. Mortimer but there are niany 
concert is Mr. Harry Mortimer. more fine soloists in Great Britain to-day, and 
Master Roy Brunt (age 11) is now assisting to get them in the front line of the musical world 
Burslem Imperial on the cornet section. He is a should be a preoccupation of many of our leading 
pupil of Mr. Joseph Cotterill, who is also assist- bandsmen. I have heard many soloists in my 
ing the band. CORNETTO. day but I do not think there has ever been. one 
·--- � to equal W. Rimmer. I agree with Geo. 
CLYDESIDE NOTES Ramsden that we of the old school should not 
take critical remarks lying down. The Glasgow Charities Association began the 
series of meetings on Saturday, 20th January. 
The financial position is increasingly strong, in 
fact the Association has never looked back since 
the abandonment of prize money. Cash in 
hand and in bank totals £39 8s. 3d., against 
£23 lls. lid. last year; an improvement of 
£15 16s. 4d. in a year of war, and consequent 
curtailment in most directions. After handing 
over a donation of £55 to the Sick Children's 
Hospital, the Contest still showed a profit of 
£10 lls. 4d., which was transferred to the 
general fund. Again administration expenses 
are extraordinarily low, a gratifying feature 
which proves careful and conscientious work on 
the part of the treasurer and other officials. 
The meeting was fairly well attended, and the 
business carried through expeditiously. The 
officials were re-elected and arrangements for the 
season's work set agoing. The Contest date 
was provisionally fixed for 19th May, in Kelvin­
grove Park, with the possibility of a massed 
band concert to terminate the proceedings. 
As regards the " Blow-Hards," the main 
reason for these is inefficient bandmasters who 
hand out cornets to men and youths who should 
be put on an instrument with a larger cup. •The 
player cannot produce the quality of tone 
required on an instrument for which he is· not 
suited . 
Yours faithfully, 
BETH. H. DAVID, 
Bandmaster, Marazion Town Band. 
OWN CHOICE CONTESTS 
DEAR Sm,-I have read with great interest 
the remarks of " Young Trotter " and others 
with regard to what I am reported (quite 
wrongly) to have said and done at the Edin­
burgh Contest in September. 
May I say at once that I am in full agreement 
that at an Own Choice Contest the judge should 
not let his personal likes or dislikes affect his 
judgment, nor should there be any penalising 
of bands for playing this or that publisher's 
music. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
'' ROYSTON A "  LONG LANE SHIREBROOK 
Nr. 1'lANSFIELD, NOTTS. ' 
Chas. A. Cooper, Esq., A.Mus.V.C.M. (Huthwaite). 
A SILVER CUP 
BASSOONS 
24" CHINESE GONG 
CONCERT FLUTES 
BASS DRUM 
Next in chronological order is the Edinburgh 
Charities meeting on Saturday, 27th January. 
I hope to give details of the proceedings in next 
issue. This Association is in a financial position 
which can only be described as vigorously 
healthy, with a credit balance of over £120, 
against £63 7s. 5d. last year. Donations 
received amount to the fine total of £56 14s. Od. 
The Contest account shows total drawings of 
£81 3s. 6d., and after paying prize money, and 
all other incidental expenses, including a 
donation of £30 to the Lady Provosts Comforts 
Fund, a balance of £4 2s. lld. was transferred 
to the general fund. 
Wellesley Colliery, S.C.W.S., Govan, Clyde· 
band and Barry Ostlere occupied the first five 
places because I considered them the five best 
bands that day, not because of what the)' played 
but because of how they played. 
By implying (as in fact they do) that four of 
these five bands, in their opinion, should not 
have been in the prizes because they did not 
play \V. & R. pieces, or conversely, would not 
have been in the prizes if they had, your 
correspondents are not proving hm.\- biassed my 
judgment was, but merely how bad their own is. 
For I fancy the majonty of your readers with 
any knowledge of Scottish bands would agree � 
that those five, all first section bands, have for 
some years been among�t the most consistently 
outstauding bands in Scotland. 
CHARLES ANDERSON 
(" O.R.B."-Contest March) ' 
Fullv experienced Soloist . 
TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
158 COPPICE STREET, OLDHAM) 
DENIS WRIGHT t 
(Mus.Doc.) 
ADJUDICATOR AND CONDUCTO:R 
28 BRICKWALL LANE, RUISLIP 
Phone RursLIP 2463 MIDDLES�X 
HERBERT SUTCLIFFE 
Musical Director ' 
(VICKERS·ARMSTRONGS LIMITED) , , 
BARROW SHIPYARD SILVER BAND 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
41 CEDAR ROAD 
BARROW-IN-FURNESS 
EDWARD KITTO 
(Conductor, Thornley Colliery Band) 
· BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
28 HENDERSON A VENUE 
WHEATLEY HILL, Co. DURHAM 
S. S. H. ILIFFE 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
8 NUTFIELD ROAD, LEICESTER 
GEORGE THOMPSON 
B.B.C.M., L.G.S.M. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICAT<'R 
Arranger for Brass and Military Bands 
Associated Teacher to the 
Bandsman's College of Music 
57 MICHAEL'S ESTATE, GRIMETHORPE 
BARNSLEY, YORKSHIRE 
A. E. BADRICK 
(Conductor, Carlton Main Frickley Colliery Band) 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
106 OXFORD STREET 
SOUTH ELMSALL, Near PONTEFRACT 
. YORKS 
HARRY MORTIMER'. 
POST OFFICE, ELWORTH, SANDBACH 
CHESHIRE 
Private Address: Trumpet Villa, Sandl.ach, Cheshire. 
Phone : SANDBACH 28 
CLIFTON JONES 
CORNET SOLOIST, BAND TEACHER, 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
142 BURNLEY ROAD, BACUP, LANCS. 
Phone : BACUP 200 
REG. LITTLE 
(Conductor, Cory Brothers Workmen's Band) 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
15 BAILEY STREET, TON PENTRE 
Glam. 
CYRIL I. YORATH 
B.B.C.M. 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsmen's College of Music 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
SANKEY'S CASTLE WORKS 
WELLINGTON, SHROPSHIRE 
Phone : 500 Wellington, Shropshire 
J. D A V I E S  
BAND TEACHER. CONDUCTOR. 
ADJUDICATOR. 
First Class Tuition (any section) 
I HUYTON ROAD, UPPER EASTVILLE, 
BRISTOL 5 
ROBT. TINDALL 
A,B.C.M., B.B.C.M. (Bandmastership) 
.L.R.S.M. (London), · A,Mu�.v.c.M. 
BAND, VOCAJ:, AND CHORAL TEACHER 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
( !\ssoc)ated Teacher to the Bandsman's College of Music) 
Playing taught personally, Pµpils prepared 
for B.C.M:. Examimi.tions per.sonally, 
., or by conesponderice 
1 MELROSE A VENUE, LOW FELL 
GATESHEAI? 9, Co. DURHAM 
(Value £,20), and Cash Prizes to the value of £25. 
Special Prizes for the J3est <;:ornct, _Tenor Horn, 
JEuphoniu1n and Trombone inslrumentahsts. Prizes presented 
by Mr. WrLLIA'1 P. Dono (President, Nottingham Co·opcratin 
Society Ltd.) 
Entrance Fees : Open Juruor Solo, 11-
0pen Solo, 1/6 Quartette, 5/- per set 
Entries Close, February Sth, 1945. Entry Fom1s are 
obtainable from the 
CONTEST SECRETARY, 2a Derby Rd., NOTTINGHAM 
REFHESHMENTS AT MODERATE PRICES 
Admission to Contest Hall, 1/- (including Tax). Proceeds 
to be devoted to Nulls. Comforts Fund. 
If unabJe to obtain Entry Form in time, forward your Entry 
on a letter-heading, etc. 
L10R SALE. -Full set BAND INSTRUMENTS, mainly by I' Besson and Boosey. All wind instruments are silver­
plated and are in exceptionally good rondition. The drums 
include Parson's Timpani.-Apply: J. DOWNS, 2/5 Ashbum· 
ba:m Grove, I-Ieaton, Bradford, Yorkshire. 
CHURCH GRE SLE Y COLL11'.RY BAND (Moira Cclliery Co.) WANTED : SOLO CORNET players, BARITONE, 
BASS TR0�1BONE. Work found for the right men. Apply 
DRUMS, BUGLES, TRUMPETS 
For Cadet and A.T.C. Bands. 
REPAIRS .. SILVER-PLATING .. .. 
-----------· 
FITTINGS 
6 SOUTHERN STREET, Liverpool Rd. 
MANCHESTER 3 (Our only address) 
BRISTOL ST. JOHN AMBULANCE BAND 
ANNUAL CONTEST 
TO BE HELD ON 
Saturday, February IOth, 1945 in the 
CENTRAL HALL, OLD MARKET ST. 
BAND SECRETARIES PLEASE NOTE 
for inlenoew to Band Secretary, Mr. G. T. WINFIELD, 43 Adjudicators: Messrs. Eric Ball and J. A. Greenwood. Section 
Gcoq;e Street, Church Gresley, Burton·on-TrMt, Staffs. 1, BOYS' SOLO. Entry 2/·- lst, Cup, Medal, and £1; 2nd, 
(expenses paid for all intervie.,,s.) 15/-; 3rd, 10/·. Section 2. AIR VARIE (own choice), 
R ECO!{DINGS WANTED: Amington "Merrie England," Entry 2/G. lst, Cup, Medal, and £1 lOs. Od.; 2nd, £1; 3rd, , Foden's "Old Panama," any Brass Bands.-CARTER, 15/·. Section 3. DUET OPEN (0wn choice), any 2 lnstru· 
Histon Road, Cottenham, Camb. ments. Entry 4/·. lst, 2 Cups, 2 Medals,and £2; 2nd, £1 10/·. 
W ANTED-BARITONE, TROMBONE, EbBASS, suitable 3
rd, 15/·. Section 4. 2nd SECTION QUARTETTE (any 
for learners (Boys' Band). Also for Sale-JJb BASS W. & R. Quartette). Entry 5/6. lst, Cup, 5 Medals, and 
Besson (Brass), fine instrument, £15 ; EUPHONJUM, 4 valYes £2; 2nd, £1 lOs. Od ; 3rd, £1. Section 5. OPEN QUAR· 
G ell .. E l T E  T T  E (Own Choice). Entry 10/G. lst, Cup £12 10s. Od.-Mr. LED ARD, "Brunt- ffc, x ey Lane, 5 Medals, and £10; 2ud, £1j; 3rd, £t. Section 6. GRAND Elland, Yorks. OPEN OCTETI'E. Own choice from "May Day," "Happy 
EUPHONJUM for Sale.-Boosey, 4. valves, Inperial Model, Memones," "Over the Hills," by Mr. J. A. Greenwood (all Class A, compensating valves, silver-plated, in case. W. & R.). Entsy lf>/·. lst, Cup, 9 Medals, and £15 - Znd 
Excellent condition. £30.-Box 141, c/o. B.B."'·· 34 Erskine £10. AU enquiries to Band Sergi. Sec., A. E. ALLEN, ii El tor; 
Street, Liverpool, 6. 1 Road, l{ingswood, Bristol. 
The big meeting-that of the parent body­
the S.A.B.A., takes place at "Fairleys," that 
well-known rendezvous, on Saturday, 3rd 
February, at 2-30 p.m., when all bands in 
membership will be entitled to send two repre­
sentatives, with full voting powers. The 
agenda promises a really interesting time for 
all who take part. After the routine business­
Minutes, correspondence, treasurer's report, and 
elections have been disposed of the meeting will 
proceed to make arrangements for the cele­
bration of the Association's Jubilee. A pleasant 
duty will be to formally accept the magnificent 
offer by Mr. Hannaford, J.P., Hon. President, 
to present a Silver Trophy, value fifty guineas, 
to be called the" Jubilee Championship Trophy.' 
This characteristic gesture from Mr. Hannaford 
cannot be too highly appreciated. He is un­
doubtedly a great asset to the Brass Band 
Movement, and not only in Scotland. I'm 
sure the meeting will see that he is adequately 
thanked for his generosity and practical support. 
The sub-committee recommend that the Jubilee 
Contest be held in the Usher Hall. on a suitable 
date, commencing at 12 noon, to be followed by a 
massed band concert. Another very sensible 
suggestion is that the Association establish a 
Building Fund to build or purchase premises to 
It would be waste of your space to try to 
explain what I did actually say in my adjudi· 
cation about test-pieces in general or modern 
music in particular, since most of your corre­
spondents are out to find fault under any pretext. 
I have not troubled to reply to personally 
offensive attacks made on me, my only reason 
for doing so on this occasion is because a prin­
ciple was involved and my good faith was 
attacked by these men who, not having been 
present at Edinburgh and therefore not knowing 
the facts at first hand, were quite happy to call 
me a dishonest judge because one, who I believe 
was at the Contest, wrote to B.B.N. to say -
for the most obvious of all reasons-what a 
rotten decision he thought it was. 
No one would grudge him this pleasure, pro­
vided he didn't start inventing and imputing 
motives that just didn't happen to exist. 
Yours, etc., 
28 Brickwall Lane, 
Ruislip, Middx. 
DENIS WRIGHT, 
HUDDERSFIELD NOTES HUMBER DISTRICT who has had the boys only eight months. I Association, one means of raising the money I be recognized as the official headquarters of the --- wish you every success and hope to hear more being that every band in membership contri- This is what used to be called the " dead 
I was very pleased to read Andante's notes last 'of this band. Dr?p me a line Mr. Ablett_. bute at least one collection per annum from a season " in brass band circles. The majority 
month, suggesting a revival of the East Riding Crowle are not m the news of late. Seemg programme, concert, or other function. A of bandsmen, after a good time at Christmas 
and Lincolnshire Band Association, I quite agree that the band is coi:iposed of a.good number of hundred bands in earnest could quickly liquidate imitated the hedgehog, and various othe;· 
with the suggestion in regard to test-pieces, young players, it might be possible to arran�e a any debt contracted for such a laudable purpose. hibernating animals, and woke up just previous 
which would be worth listening to by the public. Slow Melody Contest. What say y_ou, Mr. Kirk? I hope that idea will be enthusiastically adopted. to the Whitsuntide engagements to get their 
I am sure if Andante would arrange a meeting of Sc�nthorpe Defencr are not h<i;vmg _very good It is suggested too that a Jubilee Dinner or share of the good things going. No Wonder 
Bandmasters and Secretaries, say, somewhere practices ; . Mr. Kendall can do little 1f band do Luncheon be held : also on a suitable date. musical progress was slow. The wise band­
near or at Lincoln, they would soon form an not alter m regard to practices. He hopes to That should be approved without demur. The master will try and persuade his committee to 
Association. I take them to Leicester Contest and it is very Association finances are sound as a bell. There start young players on the idle instruments On looking up some back numbers of B.B.� .. unfair after all his work. The band _ did well at was a profit on the year's working of £1.5 18s. Od., and thus give the laggards a 'permanent retire-
I may inform Andante that the Champion• Blackpool and the same band, with regular resulting in a credit balance of £106 3s. lOd., ment. · 
Contest played at Scunthorpe was won by Mr. rehearsals, should go a long 1rny at Leicester against £90 5s. lOcl. last year. The Champion- The Huddersfield Brass Band Association 
W. Richards (horn) Scunthorpe; Mr. R. Smith Cont�st. · . ship Contest in Usher Hall showed a clear profit held its general meeting on January 6th, 1945. 
(euphonium) Scotter was second, and the I . Gamsborough Worl5s are commg _along splen- of £30 ls. 4d. Prize money of £50 was paid. There are 18 bands in the Association all judge was :Mr. D. Leeman. The judge at Scotter d1dly under Mr. H. N utta_ll; practices arc_ "'.ell Another account makes a welcome appearance within a radius of 11 miles from the cent�e of 
Contest was W. Oughton. I can remember Mr. attended and band busy with parades and gtnng on the balance sheet-that of the "Colin Huddersfield. A few local bands are still non­
R. Smith winning the Championship at Lincoln ·some very good concerts. Terris Bequest Fund." As is pretty generally members. One would have thoifght that the 
but cannot remember the year. 'J Scunthorpe Borough British Legion now known now, that fine Kelty gentleman, respected advantages of combination would have been 
Barton Town are having good rehearsals having some good rehearsals under their new wherever he is known, gifted £100 to the Associa- obvious to these bands. The Association 
under present conditions; Mr. W. Thompson Bandmaster, Mr. E. McCarthy. They gave a tion, and the interest accruing from it will be besides securing better remuneration for bra� 
keeps the band up to standard according to the good concert at a R.A.F. Aerodrome. The used to provide a cornet medal for the Cham- bands in 'the local parks, provide an annual 
playing on parades. i c?met solo by Mr. N. Clark was well appre- pionship Contest. Let me just say, " Thank contest, and have also catered for the youn9, 
The public of Scunthorpe were very pleased �1ated and ba�d were well applaud.ed for all the you, Mr. Terris," although I have not the honour players by staging Slow Melody and Duet to hear at Xmas the Scunthorpe Borough ite1r:s by the airmen and W.A:A.F. s. Band are of his acquaintance. Contests. There is also a probable Charity 
Juvenile Band, a new junior band which has hopmg to attend cont�sts this season. Mr. Alexander has added another year to his Contest to be held in the winter of ID45 at 
been formed at Scunthorpe. The band g ave a Bngg Town are havmg g<;>od rehearsals under phenomenal number of New Year's Day parades I which all Association bands will be elirrible'. good account of themselves in the playing, and Mr. L. Mumby; busy with parades. WJ:iat with Mussel urgh Trades' Band. \Vith a total The Holmfirth district is the scene gf a few 
every credit must be given to Mr. W. Richards about a concert, Mr. Rands? I used to enjoy of 61 such outings I feel sure his proud record Quartette Contests, which are fairly well your Sunday Concerts. . must be unsurpassed anywhere, and I heartily attended. Scape Goat Hill are progressing 
JOHN BALDWIN 
L.G.S.M., B.B.C.M. 
BAND TEACHER - ADJUDICATOR 
Specialist in Postal Course of Theory 
and Bandmastership. 
ASPER STREET, NETHERFIELD 
Tel. 58704. NOTTINGHA;\I 
HARRY RYDER 
B.B.C.M. 
CON,DUCTOR AND ARRANGER 
c/o Miss KING, CASTLEGATE 
Phone 205 KIRBYMOORSIDE, YORKS 
HARRY HEYES, 
CONDUCTOR AND ADJUDICATOR 
c/o. GEO.RGE AND DRAGON HOTEL 
COLESHILL, Near BIRMINGHAM 
'· ' 
.. WARWi'CKSHIR� _ · · 
Tel. : CoLESHILL. 2249 
Scotter Prize: Busy with Sunday Concerts congratulate him on the fine spirit and robust under their Bandmaster, Mr. L, Wood. Lin­and rendering a good account of themselves. health which have enabled him to achieve such a thwaite are striving to get a full band for next Boys' Band doing well under Mr. R. Smith, I remarkable series of celebrations. Mr. Alex- season. Honley, Grange Moor, Flocld:on and had the pleasure of hearing this band at a concert antler's presence with his old band caused great Denby Dale, are all making efforts to maintain recently and they gave a good .programme .. pleasure amongst his townspeople, and it is not progress. 
Mr. Smith is taking the band to Leicester Con· surprising to learn that the Civic head-Provost T.he ).\farsden Senior School Band held their test and is working on test-piece. White-in thanking and congratulating the ann.ual party on January 20th, and are looking News this month is very scarce in regard to band generally, singled out our Association forward to a busy season ia 1945. 
other bands in this district, but I take the Secretary for special mention, and generously · .T�e " l3" Company BanQ. of the. 26th West opportunity of thanking most sincerely all the extended hospitality to the bandsmen. Long Ridmg Home. Guard have changed their name secretaries who have supported my effort:'; may the band of the ancient town of Mussel- to the Lockwood Brass Band. The majority during the past year with their month.ly _con- burgh continue the o�d Scottish custom. of of �he .�lay�rs �re staying, and Mr. Frank tributions and trust they will continue to spi,-ead parading on New Year s morn, and long, may. Bra1thwa1te 1s bem.g retained in the position of the light during this year. I have. hfld. so� Mr. Alexander be able to take his place in their �andmaste;r. There is every prospect of the complaints froin various bandsmen _in , tjl.is r�nks. . . . . band n:-akmg strenuous and successful llfforts district about their band's activities no.t l:>eiµg Gas Department were adverbsmg for a .\Jand- to atta�n jrst class status in the near future. in our notes, well all I can say is, don't blame me, ma:iter recently, and I hope they were successfu_l. There is also a separate and distirn:;t baml . the fault is your secretary's. If they 'wi;it,e 'wi£,e A hnc from them �ould _ be welcome. Does this ,(c;�ncert�?µm-dant;:e) of.. violin!>, saxophones, , a month before the 20th they will be report�d. mean Mr, Bennett s retiral? . , . �mt<ir. pi3:no, . tn�mpets, trombones·· etc which Owing to . business pressure t cannot get. a�ound, H.ave just heard that Clydebank are pro- ,IS". n,a�ed " The Behi.sq0. Band.". '. 'W:e_.,need a . the bandroom� so often now;  :>P ,will S:ecre,t:i.,rie.s motmg a Quartette Contest on March 3rd, c�aqi.p1?n .. �and in the. district. and: th.is looks drop me a line. ..FLASHLIGHt. . BEN LOMOND. l*e bemg it.. . · QLD CONTESTER, 
' 
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' '  DRUM & 
BUGLE BAND 
O U TF I TS 
RUSHW ORTH'S ARE IN THE 
P OSITI ON TO SUPPLY COM­
PLETE OUTFITS F OR DRU H 
AND BUGLE O UTFITS FOR 
I H H E D I A T E D E L I V E R Y  
ESTIMATES SUBMITTED 
RUSHWORTH 
& D R E A P E R  
1 1-17 I SLIN GTON 
LIVE RPOOL 3 
Brass Band llew.s 
FEBRUARY, 1945. 
ACCIDENTALS 
· we are not perturbed at the reference to 
us recently in a Southern contemporary regard­
ing the correspondence that has appeared in the 
B.B.N. on the subject of Modern Test-pieces, 
and would have ignored it but for two state­
ments in it which are likely to mislead people 
who are not very well informed as to the true 
state of things in the brass band world of to-day. 
One of the statements is " It seems very self­
interested," the implication being, of course, 
perfectly obvious, but we can truthfully say 
that the letters are all genuine contributions by 
bandsmen, old and young, who are interested 
in music for its own sake, and can see through 
what is being done, but are no more interested 
in W. & R. than they are in any other publishers 
--and it must not be forgotten that there are 
other people besides W. & R. who publish what 
are erroneously described as " Old Time test­
pieces." · (Dr. Denis Wright might note this 
!act.) We did not ask the correspondents to 
send the letters, nor did we pay them to do so. 
Our columns arc open for anybody who is 
interested enough to write us on matters of 
public interest, and we publish all shades of 
opinion. Did we not publish recently a letter 
from Mr. A. \\'. Truman in reply to one of our 
-correspondents ? And did not Mr. Truman in 
his last paragraph thank us for our fairness in 
allowing both sides to have their say in the 
B.B.N. ? An appreciation which is very grati-. g to us.  
* * * 
The other statement referred to is " We 
suppose envy and jealousy is at the bottom of 
most of it " ! Did anyone ever hear anything 
so absurd and childish ? One can only be 
charitable and assume that this must have been 
written by someone quite irresponsible whose 
knowledge of brass bands and their needs is nil. 
Anyhow, we don't intend to argue about it, but 
there is one thing we will say, which many of 
our friends have been told privately before now. 
A few years ago we could have had some of these 
test-pieces by modern composers, had we wanted 
them. They were offered to us,  and we can 
produce proof of this, if necessary. Needless 
to say our answer was a polite but decided 
" No," so where the jealousy comes in we don 't 
know. This is all we need say in answer to such 
an absurd statement. 
----�·----
CRAVEN DISTRICT 
Skipton did their usual good turn at Xmas by 
taking their music into outlandish parts of the 
district where brass bands are seldom heard ; 
they could write a book on busking in the dales, 
where snow drifts are snowdrifts. 
Mr. Hodkinson and his Barnoldswick Band 
are very hard working and popular, and many 
youngsters are doing ·well under his careful 
tuition. 
Settle brought out 400 people on Xmas Eve 
and New Year's Eve, when Old Time dancing 
was really enjoyed in the Market Square. The 
band were then entertained at the residence of 
their President, Mr. F. Maude. 
Bentham Silver held their annual meeting 
and report a good ·year and a substantial bank 
balance . .  Mr. . Leeming, Hon. Secretary, intends 
to double it shortly. With Mr. Watkinson, 
Bandmaster, and Mr. Wood, deputy, and Mr. 
J. Paterson of Settle to put on the finishing 
touches, they again mean to forge ahead. 
Ingleton were out carolling and met v;i.th a 
good response. What about a concert, Mr. 
Proctor ? I am sure the Bentham boys would 
help, and it would be some encouragement to 
your youngsters. . 
Giggleswick arc playing for an Old Time 
Dance in the R.A.F. Hall, in aid of the British 
Legion. Mr. Jas. Easter is now play!ng again 
and will strengthen their cornet section. 
PENNINE RANGER. 
----� 
WORCESTERSHIRE NOTES 
r am very pleased to see the large space you 
have allowed for correspondents in such a small 
paper as wartime B.B.K. 
The Lye S.A. Band under l\fr. T. E. Paget, 
has launched a scheme to raise £500 for riew 
instruments. Best wishes for the success of 
vour effort, Mr. Paga. 
· If these notes should catch the eye of Cradley 
X.L.C.R.., . I should be glad to hear from you ; 
there must be some activity as you entered �o 
quartette parties at the Birmingham Contest m 
December. 
Also Cradley Heath S.A., what about it Mr. 
Bloomer ? How many boys have you in the 
Forces now ? It's a long time since you VI-Tote ; 
are you in good health after your fall ? . 
Kiddet Silver gave their annual concert at 
the General Hospital, on Sunday, January 14t�. 
The Matron in. - thanking them for commg said 
tlley had been coming for a nun_i.ber of y'ear�, 
and hoped they would come agam s� ; this 
band had .a surprise when Xmas playrng. One 
Sunday, Mr. J. H. Boffy, West �romwie�. 
turned Up and gave two hours p!aymg ;· . th!S was a very fine gesture on his part. The money 
(I understand) ·Came in better this year than 
ever before. · • · HONOUR BRIGHT. 
CONCORDS AND DISCORDS Society have provided a Silver Cup for the 
Quartettes, valued at £20, and the�e wit� be 
cash prizes worth £25 and four Special Pnzcs. 
No fewer than 1 50 entry forms had been des­
patched by January 1 2th, " and there are a few 
still available for anyone requiring one. In the 
event of any band having been overlooked we 
shall accept entries forwarded on a memo, etc:, provided it is posted by February 8th. If this 
event meets with. success we are hopeful of 
making it an annual event and there are possi­
bilities of a really good full band contest coming 
along later. " 
This is the second time I have had the pleasure GLOUCESTERSHmE NOTES 
of listening to Exeter bands in recent weeks, _ 
Mr. A. BOOTHROYD, Secretary, writes : 
" Hepworth Silver held their general meeting on 
December 1 5th. We have had a very successful 
year, both musically and financially, .and we 
have fulfilled nine engagements, have given our 
services for charitable objects on eleven occasions 
and given three concerts in the district. Part of 
the proceeds of the concerts has been devoted to 
and the standard of playing reached in both I learn that a meeting of the Association was 
cases was very high . Is there anyone in, or held recently and that it was decided to hold 
around Exeter, that would care to · send . along a the Annual Quartette Contest at Sir Thos. few notes to Observer, c/o. B.B.N., 34 Erskine lliches School, Gloucester, on February 1 7th. 
Street, Liverpool ? I would be very pleased to There will not be any Solo Sectioni'.', but the 
include in my monthly notes. . C0mmittee have decided on two Sections of 
1 local Comforts Fund, and the Holmfirth Flood 
Relief Fund. We agam very much appreciate 
the kindness of our subscribers for their unfailing 
interest and general support. The band, with 
assistance of other bandsmen in the district, gave 
a very enj oyable concert under Bandmaster 
W. Kaye, B.B.C.M. at Xmas Eve in aid of the 
Bands Comforts Fund, and several members 
rendered carols in the village on Xmas morning." 
Another Devonshire band I heard recently Quartettes. Section 1 will be for Association 
was the Axminster Youth Band, a young band Members only and Section 2 will be an Open 
only formed a few months ago . Send along Section. .The adj udicator is to be Mr. J. A.  
some news, Mr:  Secretary. Greenwood. Well, here's wishi1. g the Asso-
Referring to my remark about Beaminster, l ciation every success in their efforts. May they 
hear they were booked to lead community be rewarded with a bumper entry. 
INTERESTED writes : " Curiosity took me 
to Whitefield a week or two ago . Having read 
and heard so much of the Bcsses School of 
Learnino-, and hearing also that most of the boys 
were to I1ave a competitive afternoon, I became 
interested. Judge of my surprise when I found 
in the bandroom between 50 and 60 young lads, 
all fully equipped with instruments and music, 
ready to compete for the possession of two Cups 
and 15 Medals, allotted to the winners in three 
sections, the boys having been previously 
graded, No. 1, Air Varie ; No. 2, I ntermediate ; 
and No. 3, Preliminary. As Mr. J. A. Green­
wood was also there to say who were worthy of 
the prizes and to give advice to the boys, a very 
pleasant time was spent. Mr. Greenwood gave 
a good lectu.re to the boys and spoke of the fine 
tradition of Besses, also of the valuable training 
the boys were getting free by men whose 
experience in the band world was second to 
none. There's no bluff or ' codology ' about 
these lads. They are the ' goods, ' from which 
Besses, and probably other bands, will benefit. 
The band , are having rehearsals under Mr. 
Wright every Sunday. He also has a class on 
Sunday mornings for those boys who are going 
to be the principals when all this turmoil is over. 
All being trained on Mr. Owen's stuff. It won't 
die yet." 
singing at a recent Scouts' Concert. This is a ' Lister's Works : I was pleased to hear that 
Dorset band, and I hear that another Dorset this band are getting on very well now and 
band, the Sherborne Boys' Brigade Band, are having some good practices. I hear that they 
keeping together a nice little combination under have now rejoined the Association, this is good 
Mr. Chas. Parsons. Send on plenty of news, news. I wish them the best of luck. Shall be 
please. pleased to hear from you, Mr. Phillips, any lime 
How these village bands keep the flag flying ! you have news. 
OLD SILKSTONE writes : " I think a word 
of appreciation is due to the Working Men's 
Clubs at Penistone and Silkstone for organising 
Quartettc Contests. I feel sure that at Silk­
stone W.M. Club a great amount of the work of 
organising has been clue to Mr. G. E. Mann, who 
goes about his work in a very quiet and pleasing 
manner. Silkstone have held two Contests this 
season, and are to hold another on February 24th. 
At the one held on December 2nd, the Holme 
Valley parties did very well, the 4 H.'s  Trom­
bones from the Holme Valley being awarded l st 
with a very remarkable performance under the 
leadership of W. Kaye, B.B.C.M. (Bandmaster of 
Hepworth Silver), 2nd prize, Carlton Main ; 
3rd, Grimethorpe Colliery ; 4th, Holmbridge A. 
Special for Best Individual player, W. Jaques, 
euphonium, Grimethorpe Colliery. One was 
also held at Ward Green W.M. Club, near 
Barnsley, on December 9th, 4 H . 's again being 
the winners, followed closely by Grimethorpe 
Colliery ; Holmbridge, No. 2, 3rd. ; and Holm­
bridge, .No. 1, 4th, both conducted by Mr, H. 
Haigh." 
At Kingsbury Episcopi (Somerset ) ,  the band Gloucester City Corporation hav,e, I under 
toured the village playing carols at Christmas, stand, deferred the plan for forming a Municipa 
and handed a cheque for £ 1 0  to the Somerset Band until after the war. Messrs. Beckingham 
Red Cross Funds. This brings the total to £42 Bros. I feel sure will have a big share in tile collected by the band, and given to charities. formation of this band when the proper time 
Great hearts these village boys . arrives. 
Yeovil S.A. Band had the honour of an No. 7 Glos. H.G. Band : It is reported that 
invitation to attend the Mayoral Service at the the Stroud Urban District Council are about to 
Parish Church. They headed the parade, and give financial assistance to this band to enable 
at the conclusion, the Mayor expressed his them to still carry on. Good luck to you, Mr 
thanks, paying an especial tribute to the band, Clarke, my best ·wishes for the future. 
under Bandmaster Stannard. This, I believe, Another H.G. Band, the 19th Glos., are, for 
is the first time the S.A. Band has been honoured the time being, to stand down . This band were 
in this Civic manner. incorporated with Messrs. A. W. Hawkesley Ltd 
Bridgwatcr Christy are still holding together ; It is hoped, however, that the Gloster Aircraft 
they have lost a good number to the Forces, but Co. may see their way to take over the band. 
they get help occasionally from serving men Gloucester Stay-at-Home Holiday Committee 
billetted in their area. I also hear that Shepton were very pleased with the Contest held last 
Mallet can turn out a band, when required. summer in the Gloucester Park. Perhaps this 
Surely, if such is the case, it would be much more will induce the Association to launch out on an 
preferable t� commence. weekly rehearsals in even bigger scale next time. full prcparat10n for commg events. . . Dowty Equipment, under Mr. G. Beckingham 
----�----
PERSONALS 
I was also gratified to .hear that .both Gilling- ' are going strong I hear and are looking forward ham and Shaftesbury give penod1cal perform- to taking part in some Contests this coming 
ances. My informant says these two bands season. 
· 
Mr. J. L. SELLARS, Secretary of Thorne Mr. J. A. GREENWOOD writes : " I  was 
also have been fortunate enough in getting help It is interesting to record that Bandsman G from Servicemen in their district. Brand of Gloucester S.A. Band has won a Colliery, writes : " We held our annual meeting called in on 23rd December last by the Officials on the 14th January and are still keeping alive. of Besses to adjudicate a Solo Contest held for After one or two local parades in 1 944 we look the benefit of the • young Besses, ' and I am sure forward to a better H l45, we have about eight all Besses' fans will be delighted to hear what is boys coming along nicely, finances are good and being done at Whitefield. ·well, the committee work is our only difficulty as we can only manage are doing a great work. I had the pleasure (and one practice per week. After the meeting, Mr. it was a pleasure) to judge these boys, and I P. Stapleton, Bandmaster, presented Mr. C. J. found some very promising material, cornets, Shiels, who retired as Secretary in 1 944, with a fiugel, horns, euphoniums, trombones, and an gent. 's dressing case suitably inscribed in Eb bass, over 40 of them. Over 50 entered, and recognition of his 1 5  years with the band as all their own boys. They were splendidly Secretary. I was again elected Hon. $ecretary catered for in the way of prizes. Cups, many along with a strong committee and Mr. A.· medals, books and prize money. In the top Buckley was appointed deputy-B.M. to Mr. section. (Air-Varies),  six competed, and, I under-
I have missed my letters from .Mr. Pinney of Diploma (trumpet) which entitles him to a Crcwkerne, but see by reports m a Somerset free place at the Royal Academy. Congratu paper he has been very busy of late in con- lations Mr. Brand . WESTERN STAR nection with the raising of funds for Crewkerne's ' � 
· 
boys and girls in the Forces. I see he was BRIGHOUSE & DISTRICT 
Stapleton. ' '  stand, they are members o f  the Senior Band. 
� � � � They all give great promise for the near future. 
responsible for all the music in connection with 
a revue which netted £85, and at Christmas 
produced a Pantomime for the same fund which 
realised about £55. I should think the Crew­
kerne members of the Forces will rally round 
him after the war for his excellent work in this 
connection. How is the band going now, Mr. 
Pinney ? I miss your news-letters. 
Salisbury City, I hear, are anticipating making 
a move to re-commence, and I hope this rumour 
is true. Please drop me a line, Mr. Lawrence. 
You used to keep me well informed pre-war. 
Now then, Wessex ! (and Devon), wake up. 
This should be victory year, and I want to have 
all the available news of bands in my area. 
Take a tip from the village bands, and keep 
moving. OBSERVER. 
----�---
MANCHESTER & DISTRICT 
Mr. H. DAY, Secretary, Gawthorpe Victoria, The Intermediate Section (Slow Melody) also 
writes : " vVe held our Annual General Meeting. contained some promising players, and I don't 
on Sunday, November 26th, when there was a think it will be long before some of them will be 
good attendance of the band's supporters. Mr. knocking at the senior door. In the lowest 
D. Pickersgill presided in the absence of the section I had boys who have only been at it a 
President. \Ve have lost two stalwarts of the few months, and it is hard to say how they will 
band through death, Mr. J. \V. Bentley and one turn out as a whole, but some of them did very 
of our bass players, W. Harrison. We fulfilled well indeed, probably because they have been at 
a good number of engagements to the satis- it a little longer . With hard practice and perse-
faction of all parties, \Vith a renewal for 1 945. verance there is much promise here. Great ---
We are grateful to the public of Gawthorpe for credit is due to the officials. It certainly is a Besses-o'-th'-Barn recently held a grand Solo 
the splendid support they gave the band week labour of love for them. It was really fine to see Competition for boys in their Senior and J unior 
by week. I am pleased to say that we have a th<' spirit and enthnsia'lfT'- pt1t i nto the whole bands which was richly enjoyed by an enthusi­
full complement of players with a lot of learners affair. These boys are certainly very fortunate astic audience. Mr. J, A. Greenwood was the 
coming on grand. The officials were all re- in many ways, fortunate to have Messrs. Pyatt, j udge. It  was a j oy to see those boys mount 
elected as last year. I was re-elected for the Snape, Potts, and Cowburn, etc., behind them to the stage and give admirable performances. It 
44th successive year as Secretary and I think it give them the benefit of their great experience, was evident that they were being properly 
is something to be proud of to have their con- and if I may mention it, fortunate to have Fred trained by the older members of Besses Band. 
fidence for so long." Cowburn to look after their welfare. Bravo ! There was a good display of neat, intelligent 
� � � � Besses. Carry on the good work.'' technique and tone production with natural 
NORTHERNER writes : " Delegates from ease ; their rhythm was good, with much tonal 
many bands in the north, within a few miles of � � � � variety in their phrasing, and one could feel 
each other have met to consider the best methods Mr. J. R. CARR, Bandmaster of Newbiggin that they had that inborn feeling for music that 
to encourage and retain the very large number Colliery Band, writes : " May I once again en- no school or college could give. After the last 
of boys and youths in their bands, and an croach upon your valuable space to thank all boy played, Mr. Greenwood came on to play his 
Association was decided on. Its name is to be those who sent congratulations to my band on part and was encored before he had said a word. 
Easington & District Bandsmen Youth Asso- their success in the Miners' Championship Con- In colourful style he gave good advice to the 
ciation. Mr. H. Midgley of West Hartlepool test, held in the City Hall, Newcastle. It is nice boys, which will be valuable to them in years to 
Mission Band was elected Secretary, and it was when old friends remember and it is nicer still come. He complimented Mr. Cowburn on the 
unanimously passed ( 1 )  that the secretary when one receives personal congratulations number of musical boys, saying they had all 
should mention, and give explanation of, our from defeated bands, such as from Mr. T. Dixon, played very well, and were sure to make efficient 
intentions, at the monthly meeting of the who conducted the 3rd prize band . Thanks, players for Besses Band. In his written remarks 
Durham Brass Band League ; (2) that our Tom. We have indeed a proud record to present to the boys there is a valuable lesson to them, 
activities are in no way to counteract or lessen to our serving members and prisoners of war so it is up to their teacher to explain and 
our interest in League affairs, of which we are members when they return. In ten appearances demonstrate what Mr. Greenwood would have 
all members ; (3) that our effort was purely a on the contest platform ·we have secured 8 firsts liked in their playing. • 
winter measure and would only affect age groups and a 4th and many specials ; the basses I am sure that Besses will have a good batch 
up to 2 1  years of age. After the explanation particularly, doing well. I visited Belle Vue of boys that will compete at the next Owen 
was given, the Durham League secretary, Mr. once again and the playing was ample recom- Memorial Scholarship Competition, which I 
A. T. James and the president, Mr. R. \V. pense for the tedious journey, particularly the learn will be held next September. " Days and 
Hodgson, replied in most generous terms of winners who definitely ' stood out. '  Just a moments quickly fly," and time does not wait, 
approval. The secretary, Mr. H. Midgley, must grouse. If you have a copy of the test-piece, so begin now to study for that great event. 
have made many friends up and down the don't let everyone know you can read music by Be sure you learn more theory every day, and 
country during his 52 years as a bandsman, and singing in someone's ear. It's the bands we don't skip anything. Train your memory to 
on behalf of the Easington & District Bandsmen want to hear. Also why do some people start remember and that will educate you. There 
Youth Association would appreciate any useful the applause for their own particular band long are a varied number of turns and other orna­
gift for a contest to be held at West Hartlepool, before the end is reached, and again, commence ments that should be memorised, and boys 
on February 9th, 1 945." to welcome the band by almost calling out their should know how to write them and play them 
� � � � name ? " with great taste. It is the musical treatment of 
WALTONIAN writes ; " It will no doubt be � � � � ornaments that reveals the artistic player and 
B B d h · M I know no better book for this than " The of interest to rass an ent us1asts on ersey- Mr. C. A. ANDERSON, Secretary of Leicester . 
side to know that the International Staff Band Brass Band Festival, writes : . .  Enclosed is Complete Method ." Just memonsc this : that 
o"f the Salvation Army will be visiting Liverpool revised and official schedule for Leicester. You a turn goes above and below its principle note 
on the 24th and 25th March next. A Musical ·u b h 1 h. · for its auxilliary notes. Keep busy boys and w1 see y t e schedu e that great t mgs are m always have some questions to ask your teacher Festival will be given in the Picton Hall on the store for our bands as similar contests with 
S t d · · t 7 when you go for your lesson. Remember a a ur ay evemng, commencmg a p.m. similar cash prizes are to be promoted in eight 11 · ll h h. · Another musical programme will be given in the or nine other areas, thereby giving all districts trave er w1 never raac is destmation by 
Co-operative Hall, Walton Road, on the Sunday th t ·t M C · t f It th standing looking at the guide post. e same oppor um Y· f Y ommit ee e ey Denton Original : One time a front ranker afternoon at 2-45 p.m. Two other meetings could not turn down such an offer. All the cash 
will also be held on the Sunday at 1 1  a.m. and · · b • Th D .1 H ld , Th and will be again. They have in mind the May pnzes are given y e a1 y era . e Festival already. 6-30 p.m. The visit has been arranged by the unfortunate part of the whole thing is we do not D C D  
Halifax H.G., under Mr. T. Casson, have 
decided to carry on for time being, and have 
been heard lately in the Grand Theatre, Halifax 
the proceeds were given to charity. They are 
busy preparing for the West Riding Brass Band 
Society Contest to be held at Eastbrook Hall 
Bradford. 
Brighouse are very busy at present, what with 
broadcastS, massed band concerts, etc. ;  Mr. F 
Berry is preparing them for all these engage 
ments. During February they are to broadcast 
on Friday 2nd, and on Saturday, 3rd, combine 
with Foden's and Fairey's, at Hanley. They 
will also be heard at Ashton-under-Lyne on 
Sunday, 1 8th, afternoon and evening. Arrange 
ments are well in hand for the Massed Band 
Concert to be given in the Huddersfield Town 
Hall on Sunday, March 4th, the bands being 
Brighouse, Carlton Main Frickley Colliery, and 
Black Dyke ; this promises to be another sell 
out. Mr. F. J. Roberts, their Secretary, informs 
me that they hope to hold their general meeting 
ve17 soon. CORNO VAL VO. 
-----�-- ---
WIGAN DISTRICT 
News this month is very scarce, Pemberton 
Old are busy giving concerts in aid of various 
charities. Mr. Fairhurst is always wilting to 
help any worthy cause. 
We recently had a visit from Fairey Aviation 
under their popular Conductor, Mr. Harry 
Mortimer. The playing of the band was superb 
and it was very pleasing to listen to young Colin 
Clayton,
.
who will no doubt become as famous as 
his dad. 
I noted in your last issue my friend " Sub 
Rosa " reported that Bickershaw Colliery had 
engaged Mr. Harry Mortimer as professional 
teacher. I am of the opinion that this news is 
rather premature, and perhaps not quite correct 
What I am given to understand is that he has 
been invited, and no doubt will accept, the 
position of Musical Adviser. ·Perhaps one of us 
has been misinformed . 
Wigan Borough are now settling down to 
serious rehearsals so that they will be ready to 
compete at all the future contests in the area 
Mr . Farrington intends to put this band at the 
top. . 
I would like to congratulate my friend Harry 
Mileman · and his S.C.W.S. Band for a great 
performance on the wireless recently. ·  I have 
hopes of hearing this band perform in Wigan 
during their tour in England, next . season. 
The Wigan Band Association is again arrang 
ing the music in the Parks and it is hoped that 
there will be a larger number of bands this year 
Standish A .T.C. are doing nicely under Mr 
Wilson. · 
Pemberton Temperance are rather quiet at 
the moment ; perhaps they are having a rest 
after their busy season, but I know that they 
will not rest too long, particularly if Mr. Joe 
Beddard is in charge, as I know him to be a very 
enthusiastic bandsman. 
Wingatcs Temperance are still having good 
rehearsals and I hear that they have a very good 
post-war plan, which I hope will become a fact. 
FIREFLY. 
-�--� . . 
LANCASTER & DISTRICT Walton Corps of tile S.A. and is in the interests get • Liszt • ; it would not have been fair to the roylsden . . arc another good old band, 
of the Walton Band's New Instrument Scheme M.dl d C · b d 1 b t f and are having good rehearsals. 
---
1 an ounties an s as on Y a ou our Openshaw L.N.E.R. : the most promising The City of Lancaster A.T.C. Band are for the purchase of instruments for their mem- could ha e pla ed ·t Th b ds who can play v Y i · e an band in the district. They are coming back to becoming very popular in this district. . I heard bers ( 1 6) at present serving with the Forces." it will have an opportunity of similar cash prizes their old form ; they have a promising Junior them playing carols at Christmas time under � � � � in their own areas, thereby saving a lot of Band their B.M:, Mr. A. Brownbill, when they sounded Mr. H. RYDER, Secretary and Bandmaster travelling." Crossley Brothers keep well p1·eparcd for very nice and sweet. The collections were used of Kirbymoorside Town, writes : " We fulfilled � � � � coming events. to provide comforts for the sick and wounded three days Xmas carolling, playing also at the Mr. JOHN FAULDS writes : " I  regret Vickers Armstrong are striving to be one of men and women of the Services at the Infirmary local workhouse, to the delight of all, and at the having to report the death of Mr. Richard the best bands in the district. They will be at On the first Sunday in the New Year in the two local hospitals, again pleasing the patients Reynolds. ' Dick, ' as he was known to us all, the May Festival. Mr. T. Dooley is happy with afternoon, the B.M., Mr. Brownbill, with which included many Servicemen. We gave was Bandmaster of Shotts R.C. Band from 1924 them. officers, visited the Infirmary, when they handed three concerts and one dance all in Xmas week,, to 1 929, when he was offered the post of Band- Manchester C.W.S. are always ready for corn- chocolates, cigarettes and biscuits . to e.ach and we have six concerts and three dances master to the Westthorn Boys" Home, Glasgow, ing events and Mr. A. E. Rayner keeps them up Service man and woman . In the eveµing the booked for the next ten weeks. Naturally funds where he had one of the best boys' bands I ever to concert pitch. band conducted by the B.M. g&ve a grand .. con have never been better. Xmas was a record heard. Well known for his kindly interest in Moston Street Fold Boys are working wonders cert to the Service men and women .who had week. Rehearsals are well attended, and · a all things connected · with bands, he will be under their amiable teacher, Mr. R. Dootson, been invited to tea at the A.T.S. Club. The weekly evening class is being started by me at m.issed when we gather at contests, and other and who wouldn't ? concert was enjoyed by all present. Arrange the local school, for the learners, of which I have functions where musicians meet." The Manchester C.D. are doing wonderfully ments ha ye .been made for Mr. Brownbill and 16. Besides this I have them three other nights � well, and so is the Junior Band . They will give several of the bandsmen to visit the Infirmary in the week, and all enjoy the practices and a concert at Macclesfield ere these notes are in with similar . . comforts until the money �s ex instructions which I give them." WESSEX NO'l'ES print. ha1,1sted: . T,he.generosity of the B.M: af\d ba�s � � � � --- A. V. Roe's  Aviation; Chadderton, are in fine men is appreciated by people of the city. 
CO-OP. writes ·: " Nottingham Co-op. · Silver Just one more remark regarding my notes in form at present and are giving good concerts at Lancaster S.A. had a very successful time 
are making steady but good progress and gave previous issues about the Wess.ex Association. , the various works. They have decided to corn- during their Xmas playing, when part of the 
their first concert in the Co-op. Hall on Sunday, I am a non:interested party, and only write [ pete at the May Festival. collection � going towards the forming of a boys 
January 14th, since the re-forming· at the end because of my great' interest in the welfare of , Cheetham Hill are fully entitled to the magic band. The Annual Band League tea. was held 
of last season. The playing has improved con- brass bands in my area, J:mt if those .interested : title prize. They gave real good performances on Wednesday evening, which was attended :·by 
siderably, and Mr. Wakefield · ·is working very do not wish ;'11Y com�ents, or .s�ggestions, at I and won under their young teacher, Mr. R. a goodly. num1;>er of �ubscribers; the ba�d hard on them in readiness for Belle Vue. At the present time, welt, I cari omit. Cooper. : . . secretary r�P<?rtmg a satisfactory state .bf affa,1rs 
the present moment we are very · energetically · "l wo�ld like to thank the, Exeter S.A .. Ban.d 1 Ancoa�s Lads' Club : M�ny good lad$ have ,financia!Iy . : .
and oth�rwise. ..The · · y.C; . . A?�t preparing for our Open Solo a�d Quartette for their . very· fine. rend.er1ngs · of . Chnstmas 1 1.>een tramed and Mr . .  Tq.ylor s sons are ,real good Searle takes a great mter�st in the . band, is a 
Contest on February l 7th. Accordmg to reports· 'carols· dunng one mght of thli festive season. I players. They may , buck up and start con- 1 capable cox;net player anc;l is therefore. a ;va.l,ua.ble 
circulating in the district there is every po5Si� '"Thl!te ,va:s no " · �lap-dash " playing ,with this testing whep. Hitler . and his gangsters are I asset to thi:: 'l_>and . .  , . , .. .  " , . , 
• 
bility that it will be a first-class show. The band and I congratulate them on then efforts . ·  doomed. NOVLCE . , JOHN-d-GAUNT. 
, 
·. 4 
WILLIAM RIMMER 
MEMORIAL FUND 
MessfS.. Wright & Round, Hon. Treasurers, 
beg to
. acknowledge receipt, with thanks, of the fo!lowmg donations :-
Mr. Herbert Bennett, Glasgow . .  
Mr. G. H .  Waddington, Selby . .  
Anonymous, Freckleton 
Mr. M. Cuff, Rochdale . .  
£2 2 
0 1 0  
0 1 0  
0 2 
0 
0 
6 
0 
£3 4 6 
Mr. G. H. WADDINGTON, of Selby, writes : 
" It is with pleasure I enclose you a further 
contribution of 1 0/- to the above, which I hope 
will receive the support it deserves. After the 
war it will be difficult for bands to get back to 
pre-war standard, and the more facilities that 
are available for future bandsmen to become 
efficient, the better for all concerned. Further, 
bands will be looking to the future ; and to 
post-war engagements, and as one who is inter­
ested in the musical life of our town, being a 
member of various show committees, and a 
co-opted member of the Town Council for the 
town's festivities, I have been able to hear 
various opinions as to why some of our bands 
are not acceptable for engagements. It is sur­
prising, when band tenders are being considered, 
what members of the committee can say about 
them, havip.g heard the bands at other engage­
ments. It is no use a secretary stating in a 
tender that his ban!f are engaged to play at 
certain football matches if they are not ·seen in 
uniform, and only about a dozen players in 
attendance. Nor is it al).y use using old 
stationery, which gives a list of prizes won 
nearly thirty years ago, if, at present, they are 
not up to a good standard. Further, a good 
many would read the Mayor of Brighouse speech 
at the recent dinner of the Brighouse & Ra,strick 
Band, where he stated he frequently engaged 
bands who had not fulfilled their engagements, 
or had dwindled in numbers during the day. 
Remarks of this kind in the Press are not likely 
to help our bands in future engagements, when 
there are so many other musical entertainments 
in competition with them." 
ALEXANDER OWEN 
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Messrs. Wright & Round, Hon. Treasurers, 
beg to acknowledge receipt, with thanks, of the 
following donations :-
Widow's Mite, Lancashire £0 5 0 
Mr. A. H. Minto, Sunderland 
Transport Band 0 l 0 0 
£0 15 0 
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONS 
The Governing Council of the .A..O .M.F. are 
desirous of promoting more interest throughout 
the Empire, and it is their desire that PRE­
LIMINARY EXAMINATIONS be held under their 
ruling and supervision. They feel that the 
various BRASS BAND ASSOCIATIONS could be 
very helpful, candidates could be secured in the 
areas, and examinations held, the examiners 
being competent musicians . as with the examina­
tions in the past. 
The Council would be glad to hear from an.y 
that are interested and to supply particulars as 
to requirements. 
It is understood that these would only be 
PRELIMINARY and that the FINALS for the 
Scholarship would be held annually in Man­
chester, unless it was found necessary to hold 
them elsewhere alternately. This means that 
the candidate at the Preliminary examination 
with the highest number of marks would be 
eligible for the FINAL. 
ALL CORRESPONDENCE should be addressed to 
the Secretary, Mr. J .  Clarkson, 3 Brereton Drive, 
Worsley, Manchester. 
�---�----
CONTEST RESULTS 
PENISTONE W.M. CLUB, January 1 3th. 
Quartettes.  lst, Holrnbridge, No. 1 (H. Haigh ) ;  
2 ,  4 H. 's  ( W .  Kaye, B.B.C.M . )  ; 3 ,  Holmbridge 
No. 2 (H. Haigh) ; 4, Denby Dale (A. Cook) .  
The Special for Best Individual player, H .  Field, 
cornet, Holmbridge. Also competed : Silk­
stone A and B, Stocksbridge. Adjudicator : 
Mr. T. Eastwood (Marsden ) .  
SHIREBROOK, J anuary 20th. Quartette­
l st, Creswell Trombones (Mr. Harold Moss) ; 
2nd, Kirkby Old (Mr. Fred Wilks) ; 3rd, Huth­
waite (Mr. Chas. A. Cooper) ; 4th, Ripley (Mr. 
W. Jas. Saint. ) .  Open Solo-l st, Len Abbott, 
Kirkby ; 2nd, Peter Fearnley, Creswell ; 3rd, 
Miss Betty Woodcock, Stocksfaidge ; 4th, Reg. 
Sharp, Ripley ; 5th, Bernard Brajllley, Mans­
field Colliery ; 6th, Len Moakes, Junior, Kirkby. 
Junior Solo-lst, Miss Joan Hinde, Eckington ; 
2nd, Master Len Moakes, Kirkby ; 3rd, Robin 
Graham, Huthwaite ; 4th, George Thorpe, Fir­
beck ; 5th, Miss Betty Woodcock. Adjudicator, 
Mr. A. S .  Grant. Piano accomp. ,  Mrs. Doris 
Catton . 
B ESSES BOYS' BAND .-First Annual 
Championship Solo Contest, December 23n;l., 
1 944. Advanced Section : First prize, A. 
Stringer, cornet ; second, K. Sanderson, cornet ; 
third, A. Hilton, trombone. Seven entries. 
Intermediate Section : First, J .  Cow burn, 
cornet ; 0 second, W. Birchall, horn ; thin;!, 
L. Warburton, euphonium ; fourth, P. Edgar, 
�ornet. Fifteen entries. Pre1iminary Section , 
First, B. J oily ; second, A. Chapman ; third, 
T. Galloway ; fourth, B. Warburton ; fifth, 
A. Barrington. Thirty-four entries. Adjudi­
cator, Mr. J .  A.  Greewood. 
�--- �·�---
BURY AND DISTRICT 
Things are very quiet as regards bands 
around Bury and district. 
At the festive season I had expected a few 
bands visiting their patrons, but I only heard 
Milnrow Public out on Xmas Eve and Xmas 
Day . . Well I hope they annexed a nice amount to swell their exchequer. They played for the 
Horne Guards' last parade. At their general 
meeting Mr. Goddard was appointed Band� 
master for the corning season. They have my 
best wishes for a successful season. They are 
determined to keep the flag flying, and when 
the war is over, which I sincerely hope will be 
this summer, I fully expect Milnrow Public to 
get amongst the top flight bands. 
Heywood Old were also out visiting their 
numerous patrons during Xmas ai:id New Year. 
This band have also been badly hit by the war. 
Just before the war started I had the pleasure 
of hearing them and I was of the opimon that 
they were :naking a .very nice band. I hope 
that next summer th.ey wil! endeavour to attend 
a contest if it is possible, say Belle Vue or Besscs' 
Contest. WELL-WISHER. 
SHEFFIELD & DISTRICT 
I have to thank Mr. L. Barker, of Bakewell, 
heartily for his. budget of news ; and also to 
express my deep appreciation of the compli­
ments (and others, may I say, pay me similar 
tributes) he sends me on the dissertation on 
B.M. 's contained in my last month's notes. It is 
most gratifying. And if my comments and 
advice-all with the desire of being helpful­
are proving of value, by engendering and 
stimulating thought, I am amply repaid . To 
other friends, writing in the same strain as Mr. 
Barker, I proffer thanks. 
The Bakewell Band are progressing nicely in 
the present circumstances. Again during the 
festive season the band broke all records. A 
small adjoining village received the band with 
almost overwhelming acclamation. Money talks 
they say. Vlell the lucre talked to our friends at 
Xmastide to the tune of over £57 ! A little 
apathy is shown after Christmas and the New 
Year ; but the indomitable L.B. is spurring the 
band into c;i,pital order, quickly! 
Dodworth had . a successful innings during 
Christmas and the New Year, doing very well 
indeed. Besides the B.M., Mr. Bennett and 
officials, the family O'Connor assist in no mean 
way to keep up the enthusiasm of the bandsmen. 
And so, the band is steadily making headway. 
I hope that Si!kstone are in good going order, 
and that those band stalwarts, Messrs. Mann, 
Bailey and Jubb--thc capable officials, each in 
his own iniportant capacity-are keeping the 
men interested. 
The Sheffield bands still keep dormant except­
ing Dannemora, Darnall and Meersbrook Bands. 
When will the hibernators come to life ? 
Meersbrook Brass had a great time during 
the Xmas playing to their subscribers, and a 
fine band was out ; they played the tunes in 
good sty le and the results were good. 
Wath Town headed the Parade for the Stand 
Down of Mexboro R.G. and they played a very 
good band, although a bit short of full strength. 
I hear that their Secretary is retiring from Brass 
banding, but after being a bandsman and a good 
bandsman for over 50 years, I cannot believe 
that he will give up now. Think it over again, 
Jack, best wishes for your future health. 
Now, I should be extremely glad and obliged if 
someone interested would favour me with a 
little news of all other bands in the district. 
Bands cannot reasonably expect (as some do) 
their doings and prospects to be reported by 
correspondents if they persistently remain 
inarticulate in this sense. 
MENTOR, 
----·�----
BRISTOL D ISTRICT 
News is scarce this month, although Mr. Allen 
and his St. John Ambulance Band committee 
are having plenty to think about in going all 
out to make this Contest the best ever. I ntending 
competitors should send in their entries as early 
as possible with approximate number of sup­
porters attending in order that catering supplies 
may be adequate. 
I notice that Octette Contests are spreading 
northwards, one having been held in Birming­
ham recently ; I wonder what opinions or 
criticisms were formed about this one. We are 
partial to octettes here in the west, having 
promoted them for several years and j udges 
have invariably commented favourably about 
them ; in this Contest on February l Oth, £15 
first prize is offered. I am pretty sure that 
Bristol and district bandsmen will support this 
contest to the full, it deserves all the support 
possible. 
Some rather disturbing news reaches me about 
Mr. H. S. Perry, B.M. of Fishponds British 
Legion. On his doctor's advice he will have to 
relinquish all band duties for some considerable 
time ; life for him has to be as quiet as possible. 
Knowing Herbert Perry, this is going to be 
tough on him, perhaps the most active bands­
man in this part of the country over the last 
25 years and I am pretty sure that this enforced 
quietude will be felt in our band world to some 
extent; however, if I know him rightly, while 
he will not be able to wag the stick he may still 
be able to point out the way he would wish his 
band to go, for he has the soundest of prin­
ciples and methods. As may be expected, the 
band visited him at Xmas to make things as 
cheery as possible, and very pleased Herbert was 
to hear them I expect ; and while on the subject, 
the barn! also visited another player who is ill, 
Mr. Gee. Brown, one of our most notable bass 
trombonists, who I hope will soon be about 
again. The band are being conducted by Mr. 
A. Watts for the time being, another great 
enthusiast over the past 30 years ; a medal 
collectionist on the bass and one who knows­
cxcuse me�what's what about bands. 
WESTERN BOOM. 
----·�----
LEI C�ER NOTES 
The coming Leicester Brass Band Festival is 
the primary topic in band circles here. The 
test-pieces as published in the B.B.N. last month 
were admirable and would be the means of 
drawing son:ie of our finest bands into the 
Contest. Yet I .hear a rumour from a reliable 
source that there · is likely to be an alteration 
in the l st Section test-piece. I sincerely hope 
not. Also· there is a desire to make the Contest 
a " Regional. " one. This in my opinion would 
be fatal, and the Festival would immediately 
lose .its " National " appeal. So I await 
authentic information, which may even be in 
this issue. Easter Monday is an ideal 'day for 
the Festival and everyone is looking for a 
grand entry, and a really rousing war-time Con­
test. As everyone knows the De Montfort Hall 
is one of the finest in the country for a band 
contest, and arrangement for visitors is usually 
well orgai;iised.. Though transport may prove a 
little awkward in some ways, I think on the 
whole, Leicester is a fine centre to reach from 
almost any direction.  
Leicester Imperial are hoping to enter, and 
though they are handicapped like most bands, 
they should have a good serviceable combina­
tion. 
I expect North Evington (I am assuming they 
have taken their old title now the H.G. have 
stood down) will also be there. They have a 
full band, which has been in harness all along. 
Wigston Temperance, under Mr. C. Moore, I 
hope will make an effort. 
There seems to be a doubt about Snibstone 
Colliery. This band I should have thought 
would be certain to enter. However, I hope 
they will do so.' Now Mr. Benistone, how about 
it ? 
I would like to point out to Leicestershire 
bands that a Quartette and Solo Contest is to 
take place at Nottingham on February l 7th. 
Thi� should attract some 9f the parties who used 
so regularly to attend, and have been waiting 
for a chance to compete. So at the moment 
than\t: goodness, our bands have something to 
look forwar\i to, and I hope participate in. 
Now look out these solos. and quartettes and 
get down to it. SEMPER EADEM. 
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ST. HELENS DISTRICT vous for bandsmen for quite a long time, and I 
very fine support was always forthcoming for 
the late Mr. Markham, also for Miss Edith 
First of all I must apologise for the absence of Williams, the late popular secretary of the 
my notes from December and Janu.ary issues, Contest, so may I appeal to all bands in the 
due to family sickness. Several bands ma.de Midlands to give Mr. Anderson a good shove off welcome reappearances during Xmastide, but with a bumper entry for Easter Monday. If 
one or two of them were badly in · need of you can 't get a band together to compete, 'do 
rehearsals. the next best thing and support him with your 
BRADFORD AND DISTRICT 
Salts, Saltaire, are busy rehearsing the t:eSi­
pieces for the forthcoming West Riding BaQd 
Soc;ie.ty's Annual Contest. Mr. Noel Thorpe is trammg them and I hear that Mr. Hawley is on 
the lookout for a few more good players to com­
plete his team. 
Ravenhead Military did their usual Xmas attendance at the Contest. 
rnu�ds and were well received ; I am told that �hirley Si�ver were out visiting their sil.b­their dance a.t the Co-op . . Hall, on Saturday, scnbers durmg the Xmas season with very Dece°'.ber 23rd, '".as a great succi;:ss, both satisfactory results, the financial side being most financially and .socially. . . . . successful, and their President, Mr. Jack Mould, Hayd<'.ck Colliery w.ere out dunng Xmastid.e, I being delighted with their performance . They and a .fnend of mme mforms me that they did are booking up for the coming concert season, e:-cep:ionally. well and haq .very good callee- and I am told they have a vacancy at the t10ns • Mr. Jim ?tevens was m charge. moment for a good euphonium and tenor hc)rn Rumour has 1t that Sutton Manor are to player, so you know there will be a sincere resm:i;ie rehearsal�, but I have been 11nable to welcome to any visitors at the Robin Hood obtam any defimte news. Hotel. 
Parr St. Pc.ter's were out at Xmas on two 
occasions, and I am told that they were well 
supported ; Mr. Hy. Davies had Ch�ge of the 
band. 
· 
I hear that Moss Bank were out on Xmas Day 
and had good financial returns. Mr. J. Baines, 
I am told, has give11 up as Bandmaster. 
British Legion were out wi,th a party of six, 
and reports say that their playing was poor, 
but they got full boxes. 
Parr Public wept their usual Christmas 
rounds, and were well supported. I h�ar the 
collections were round about £45. I 'noticed 
they had a former solo cornet player of Pan; 
Temperance assisting them, he has been in 
Yorkshire for a good number of years but 
expects to return to his . native town shortly and 
join the ranks of a Pan- band. I understand 
that this band will again hold ;1. Slow Melody 
Contest, details will be annoup.ced late�. Sorry 
to hear that their solo trombone player (B. W. 
Lyon) is in hospital ; his many friends will join 
with me in wishing him a speedy recovery to 
good health. 
St. Helens Salvation Army Band were out 
playing carols, and I have no doubt that they 
would be well supported. DOUBLE B. 
--�-�----
CUMBERLAND & FURNESS 
Cockermouth district have suffered a big loss 
by the deaths of Mr. George Hodgson, Secretary 
of Cockermouth Mechanics, and :M:r. T. Frostick, 
ex-Co.nductor of Frizington. These two res­
pected friends of the Brass Band Movement will 
be sadly missed. To their sorrowing :relatives, 
we tender our sincere sympathy. 
Great Clifton have j ust celebrated their 
Jubilee Old Folks Annual Treat. Much work 
is put in by the members of this band to ensure 
the old folks of the village having a real good 
time. On this occasion, there was a. dinner, 
concert and dance and five shillings was handed 
to each of the aged. Very good work, Clifton ! 
Flimby Saxhorn ·were very popular at one 
time of day. I should be glad to hear of your 
activity. 
Netherton United, who boast of one of the 
best Ladies' Committees, still have good re­
hearsals. 
Workington Town visited their patrons during 
the festive season and I have heard good accounts 
of their playing. 
Seaton have gone quiet all of a sudden, ·what 
about a line, Mr. Secretary ? 
Silloth Town are rehearsing hard for the 
coming season . They are always very welcome 
when they appear on the Green. 
I have heard rumours that Carlisle St. 
Stephen's hope to re-appear again before long. 
This was a great combination some ten years ago. 
Now then, Mr. Lowes, there is plenty of scope. 
Barrow Iron & Steelworks were out during the 
festive season and they also played on the Bar­
row Soccer ground. On the latter occasion they 
handed the collection over to the Red &ross. 
Barrow Shipyard keep up their usual form. 
Concerts arc given regularly in the works much 
to the enjoyment of their fellow workers. They 
have j ust made another recording for the B.B .C. 
Mr. Herbert Sutcliffe hopes to take the band to 
Leicester if travelling facilities permit. 
Barrow Youth have made great strides in 
recent months, and they gave a very good 
account of themselves at a recent public per­
formance. Mr. Herbert Sutcliffe has made a 
name for himself here. 
Barrow A.T.C. played at an American Exhibi­
tion Rugby match recently. Mr. Archie Goodall 
has kept the boys interested and they have 
responded to good effect. 
Askam Town are having very good rehearsals. 
under Mr. Stan Caine and hope to let the public 
hear them in the near future. LENTO. 
----�·----
BIRMINGHAM & DISTRICT 
It is with very deep regret that I have to 
report the death of Alderman William Lovesay. 
J .P.,  a member of the Birmingham City Cou nc il 
who has been a silent worker for the Band Mov,e­
ment for many years. In his yo11ng days he 
was a tenor horn player in the Birmingham Post 
Office Band, and continued his interest ill bands 
right up.to the end. It was he who many ye<J,rs ago, while a member of the Parks Committi;:e, 
brought aJ;>out Sunday music in the parks, ap.d 
as a Jqsttce of the Peace helped to develop 
Sunday Concerts in the theatre. The Bap.d 
Movement in this disti;ict has lost a very sincere 
friend. R.I .P.  OLD BRUM. 
-�-��---� 
SOUTH-WFSr LA.NCASHJRE 
Not the least interesting feature of most 
newspaper publications is usually the corre­
spondence column. This invariably demon­
strates the real feeling and opinions of those 
that strive consciously for ideals, and are p:fe­
pared to make efforts and sacrifice for any 
purpose in which they may be interested. There­
fore I welcome the candour and concern that is 
apparent in the last few issues of the B.B.N., 
and the thanks of our Movement are due to the 
respe�ted Editor for his sense of fair play in 
allowmg the many correspondents to ventilate 
both sides of what has become a general topic 
wherever brass bands are discussed. Enough 
has been said and written to justify the many 
assertions that everything is not straight and 
above-board in the affairs of brass bands. To 
ignore criticism may be one way of hiding 
responsibility, but it leaves a guilty aspect. 
Some persons have long memories and are con­
versant with many unsavory happenings during 
the past many years. Big business was ever a 
soulless concern, but the exploitation of a Move­
men.t that depends on subscriptions and generous 
donors cannot go on indefinitely. The Brass 
Band Movement has been built up on self 
sacrifice. Since self interest took a hand in its 
affairs, many good and famous bands have been 
laid low. . The voluntary spirit so essential to a 
working class movement is being slowly, but 
surely, crushed . Good bands and tlJ.eir able 
conductors are ruthlessly snuffed out. Certain 
musical publications are taboo. Well, it may 
be in the near future the Movement will become 
sufficiently aroused to overthrow the regime, 
self-appointed, and to regain for themselves the 
old-time initiative and enterprise that made so 
many famous bands. 
This usually, is the time of the year when 
bands go on the easy list. So it's quite refresh­
ing to hear of several having departed from their 
customary routine. A programme reaches me, 
of a first-class concert being given by the 
Prescot B.I .  Cables Band . This took place at 
the Theatre Royal, St. Helens. The band, con­
ducted by Mr. A. Foster, I am informed, were 
in good form ; each of the items was well 
received, and the concert was in every way a 
success. I note Alf Eaves (solo cornet) down for 
an item on the programme, which I presume 
would be rendered in his usual accomplished 
manner. Alf had formerly much experience 
with first-class bands, including St. Hilda's, and 
toured Canada with Besses. I should like to 
hear from Mr. Alcock, hon. secretary, once again, 
The Leigh Legion Band, I am informed, 
experienced their busiest year of their existence, 
and have given numerous concerts on behalf of 
war efforts and to munitions worker. Mr. Harry 
Foxwell, who has done so much for them, 
believes that only hard work can make a good 
band, and puts his belief into practice. The 
many youngsters he now has in hand will, 
eventually, reward him for his labours. Only 
one object is now his ambition. The Cham­
pionship Contest at Belle Vue. 
It was with sorrow I heard of the passing of 
Mr. Jimmy Mannion, a well-known trombone 
player of the Warrington district. He, for 
many years did good service with the late 
Warrington Boro Band, and later with the May I draw the attention of our local bands famous Crosfields, also assisting most of the to the advertisement of the .Birmingham Parks other bands of the district. For 1 5  years he Department in the local papers for bands to was a member of the local theatre orchestra, and give concerts in the parks under the Brighter had much of a similar experience with the Birmingham Scheme during the coming season . Musical Society and other orchestras. He was All bands interested should make application as of a most obliging and inoffensive disposition soon as possible, as I understand that the and gave very little trouble to anyone with number of concerts to be given this season will whom he came into contact. Although verging 
be limited. on to the alloted span of life, his interest main-! am asked by " Sackbut " if the Association tained to the end. Along with his brothers John intend to carry out any more of their social· and Torn, they helped to make much progress activities during the remainder of the winter in the early days of the Warrington Boro 
months. lt may be said that tl.ie Committee Band, a combination from which much local 
had thoughts of trying a Junior Quartette band history evolved . He ·was well known and Contest, but I should think the support of the no doubt his many friends in distant parts will 
bands in the Association to their last Open read this short, but worthy eulogy, of the 
Contest will make them think i\vice of pro- passing of a loyal bandsman. ceeding with such a venture. 
Something has gone wrong with the arrange- Although just too late to be included in the 
ments for the British Legion (Northfield) to notes of January, I must be excused for refer­
takc over the assets of the Austin H.G. Band, as ring so late to the broadcast given by the 
I understand that at the moment the band is Bickershaw Colliery Band just at the close of 
actually dormant, no practices being held the late year. Never have I heard such brilliant 
Bravo, Dunlops, it is very good news to hear brass band playing during the past 40 years. 
that you are still keeping the flag fl:v.ing j'!ven Words almost fail one in describing a per­
with a very depleted band, also, you are still forrnance that was flawless, and a tribute to all 
able to lend a helping hand to any band requiring concerned. Particular praise is due to Mr. W 
assistance. The good feeling which Mr, Tomlin- Haydock, Conductor, for his great share in a 
son has always shown to other bands is s�ill very wonderful broadcast. The items rendered were 
evident in these troublesome times. three .great and classical arrangements of the 
It is always a pleasure to hear of the progress works of composers that have passed from this 
of the Youth Movement, and the continued world of strife, many scores of years ago. No 
improvement of No. 1 Company of the 3rd wonder the band rose to such great heights, 
(Cadet) Battn". , under Bandmaster Joe Phelps, whilst revelling in the genius of Beethoven, 
is pleasure indeed. ' They have. done very well Rossini and Tschaikowsky. True, some fplk 
indeed during their Xmas playing besides decry their lack of originality, but these com­
showing good comradeship with the �t. Vincent posers and their works will live to inspire 
Boys' Jiome Band , with whom they joined musicians as long as civilisation lasts. Pre­
forces for a massed perfoi:mance. Bravo, Joe, fabrication is a word foreign to the history of 
you are doing a grand j ob of work, and � trust music composition, and that is what many 
you will receive the fullest. support in your term the make-up of much of the so-called 
endeavours. . original music for brass bands. 
As will be seen in the advertisei;nents on · The S.C.W.S. Band, 'of whom a Lancashire 
another page, the Grand Leice.ster Contest will Lad is Conductor, sent over the air a well­
be revived on Easter Monday, and I wol).der how rendered programme a: few days ago. Harry 
many of our district bands will support Mr. C. A. Mileman is to be commended in keeping this 
Anderson in his great effort to revive contesting well-known band up to its high standard. 
in this. district. This Contest bas bee.n a rcpdc z - SUB ROSA., 
Bradford · vcctoria are another band deter­
mined to make history in 1 945. Mr. Atkinscin 
and his band deserve success ; they are �n 
enthusiasti<; and �porting combination. � 
Canal Ironworks had a record season of 
engagements last year and are booking well for 
1945. They are also looking forward to more 
broadcasts. I expect that is the reason for 
their finely attended rehearsals and variety of 
pieces on the stand. . : 
Black Dyke Juniors had several good lads 
competing at Haliffl,X .Solo Contest recently. 
1 was particularly impressed 'by ' the fine tone 
production of these youngsters, undoubtedly 
the " Queensbury brand ." 
Efforts are being made to revive the Clayton , 
Band ; I hope they are successful as the old 
band had a fine and worthy record. 
The Saltaire Junior Barid, 1 under Mr. Nelli$, 
were out playing at Christmas, and I under­
stand did very well indeed. 
Wilsden Boys were also out on Christmas D�y 
;i,nd collected over £30 for their' funds, a remark-
able, sum for such a small 'Village. 
· 
AVENljE . .  
NORTH NOTTS. DISTRICT 
I was sorry I could not manage to get my 
notes in last month Qwing to work and other 
things, but I ml!st g\ve great praise to the old 
bandsmen of Sutton-in-Ashfield, who did all the 
organising of this Contest by themselves, and 
once again I will mention their names, as I feel 
very proud of them all-Mr. Jack Limb, sec 
tary, who worked very hard along with that 
grand treasurer, Mr, Jim Booth, and his. wifr 
who looked .after the refreshments along wit 
her fine staff of ladies, also Mr. Arthur Spencer, 
that pioneer of all that is good towards organis­
ing anything in the contest business ; without 
his aid these contests could not have been such 
a success. Also Mr. Jack Graham and family 
who have helped in every contest and enjoyed 
every one of them all. The result of this Con­
test was a nice Xmas gift to Mr. Albert Hunt, 
of £38, All this was done by this committee 
without any help until the last week of the Con­
test bar a grant from his own band, Teversal 
Colliery of £5. The judge, Mr. Charles Moore, 
of Wigston, gave a very nice donation to this 
event at Sutton-in-Ash and did his best to please 
all. The results of this Contest were : Junior 
Duet-lst, Barrow Hill and Staveley B. Boys' ; 
2nd, Betty and Stephen Woodcock ; 3rd, G .  
King and G .  Thorpe. Senior Duet-ls.t, Petet­
Fernley and F. Bee ; 2nd, N .  Thompson and 
G. Thorpe ; 3rd, Barrow Hill and Staveley A 
Boys . Quartette results-l st, Creswell Troms. ; 
2nd, Grantham Town ; 3rd, Ransom & Marles ; 
4th, Shirebrook Trams. and Kirkby Old. Ten 
entries . 
Sorry, Mr. Levick, I got your n,otes. late for 
your Contest in last month's notes and I was 
pleased to see you had a nice entry for a good 
cause . Mr. Chapman is a fine bandsman, and 
I wish you luck at Oxford all of you. 
I am informed there will be a Contest at 
Nottingham (Co-op. Band ) ,  l 7th Februar � 
believe. ROBIN HOOl.J 
' 
================================ ' 
:Jl3 rass <tontesta 
LEICESTER. 
National Brass Band Area Contests 
Midland Area 
(Under the auspices of the " Daily Herald ") 
A Grand Midland Area Brass Band Contest 
will be held in the De Montfort Hall, Leicester, 
on Easter Monday, April 2nd. Championship 
Class. First prize, £60 and the " Daily Herald " 
Midland Area Championship Challenge Trophy, 
together with an offer of an engagement at a. � 
fee of £40 plus travelling allowance ; second, £40 
and Toone Shield ; third, £25 ; fourth, £15.  
Other trophies to be announced later. Entrance 
fee, £2 2s. Second Section. Test-piece, " La 
Traviata " (W. & R . ) .  First prize, £30 and the 
" Daily Herald " Midland Area Silver Cup ; 
second, £20 and the Markham Memorial Shield ; 
third, £15 ; fourth, £10. Other trophies to be 
announced later. Entrance fee, £1 1 0s.  Third 
Section. Junior Championship. Test-piece, 
own choice. First prize, £10 and the " Daily 
Herald " Midland Area Junior Championship 
Challenge Bowl ; second, £8 and the Albert 
Lawton Trophy ; third, £5 ; fourth, £3. Other 
trophies to be announced later. Entrance fee, 
1 0/6. 
Entries close February 28th. 
Secretary, Mr. C. A. ANDERSON, 8 Wanlip 
Avenue, Birstall, Leicester. 'Phone Leicester 
22695. 
THE WEST RU)ING BRASS BAND SOCIETY 
Annual Contest will be held on Saturday, 
April 7th, in Eastbrook Hall, Bradford. Three 
Sections. 2nd Section test-pieces : " La Regina 
Di Golconda " and Glee " Comrades in Arms " 
(W. & R . ) .  · 3rd Section, " Wayside Scenes " 
(W. & R . )  and March own choice. Adj udicator 
wanted . 
All enquiries to Mr. IIERBERT DAY, 
l Zion Street, Gawthorpe, Oss�tt, Yorks. 
BELLE VUE MAY CHAMPIONSHIP 
The ANNUAL MAY CHAMPIO:NSHIP 
BRASS BAND FESTIVAL \vill be held on 
Saturday, May 5th. 
Three Sections : Class A, 
.
Class B-C, . and 
Class D. 
Test-pieces and full details later. . 
Schedules will be ready shortly, and can be 
obtained from CONTEST SECRETARY, 
Belle Vue (Manchester) Ltd . ,  Zoological Gardens, 
Manchester, 1 2 .  
WHITEFIELD. 
PRELIMINARY NOTICE 
The Alexander Owen Brass Band Festival 
promoted by 1;3esses-o'-th'-Barn Band, will be 
held on July 28th. Further particulars later. 
Secretary, . Mr. F. COWBURN, 1 Mather Avenue, Whitefield, nr. Man.chester. 
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